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Violence in its various manifestations has characterized all human history, and 
the ways in which societies grappled with this phenomenon is therefore an 
important historical issue. The larger question that this paper addresses is: if 
violence was pervasive in ancient Indian (as in all) societies, how did these 
societies deal intellectually with this problem? The specific focus will be on one 
particular form of political violence, namely war, in two specific contexts – those 
of the Maurya (4th-2nd century BCE) and Gupta (c. 3rd to 6th century CE) empires. 
Three sources will be taken up for discussion -- the inscriptions of Aśoka; a 
political treatise called the Nītisāra; and a very beautiful and powerful poetic work 

– Kālidāsa’s Raghuvaṁśa. A close reading of these very different kinds of texts 
reveals the intersection between political thought and practice, and overlapping 
as well as distinctive ideas about the relationship between politics, violence and 
war. 
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